PRESS RELEASE

New PlayMore® Digital Art Library Gift Item Encourages Creative
Art Activity in Children Using Microsoft Paint 3D
This Might Be The Perfect Holiday Gift Item For Families For Boosting Time Kids Spend Creating
and Coloring Art (While Moms Relax!)

Pittsburgh, PA – Oct 26, 2017 – AZ Direct, LLC on Wednesday formally announced the
release of the HD Digital Color Art Library under the brand name PlayMore ®.
The Playmore® HD Color Art Library is a digital collection of over 1,200 high-resolution
coloring-book-like line art files that are stored on a 2 Gb USB Flash Drive for children and
adults to open, create with, and color using Microsoft Paint, Paint 3D, or a similar program like
Paintbrush for MACs.
Early in 2017, the Windows 10 Creators Update by Microsoft added Paint 3D to more than 400
million Windows 10 devices now in use. Paint 3D is a powerful art design studio application that
includes the ability to add 3D elements into art designs and turn a 2D doodle into a 3D image.
Now with the PlayMore® HD Color Art Library children that fire-up Paint or Paint 3D can
replace the blank white art canvas with one of hundreds of fun and inspiring line art designs
created by a variety of amazing artists and unique art styles.
These art files can be colored right away, or added to a starter scene before coloring them. It’s
like having the ability to build your own coloring book page. The variety of art available for
creative projects ranges from common life creatures and man-made items to fantasifull scenes
and characters, all included in the USB flash drive art library for creating designs and coloring.
Now with Paint 3D children can take their 2D designs to new levels by creating or adding 3D
objects into their 2D design scenes.
With the PlayMore® HD Color Art Library artists become “art directors” empowered and
inspired by access to a library of over 1,200 high-def line art files for creative art projects.
For adult coloring book lovers and older children, included in the art library are almost 350
intricate Mandalas, complex patterns, spirographs, and geometric shapes that can be colored
perfectly online with millions of colors, or printed on paper and colored with pencils or crayons.

Also included for those who take pleasure in coloring art are the designs of over 55 genuine
stained glass windows from homes all over the world. These designs were converted into highdef line art for digital coloring. After coloring them artists can compare their colored designs to
those of the original glass artist using photos of the original windows that are also included in the
art library.
“I believe that Paint and now Paint 3D both are very powerful art design tools for entertainment
and education, yet these powerful applications are under-utilized in the majority of homes with
windows on their PCs, laptops or tablets.” said Jim Cofano, the PlayMore® art library curator. “I
believe that starting with a blank white screen wondering where to begin is hinders creativity,
and that having access to a library of starter art will inspire more people to enjoy the benefits of
creating and coloring art using Microsoft Paint on their computers.”
Microsoft (Nasdaq “MSFT” @microsoft) is the leading platform and productivity company for
the mobile-first, cloud-first world, and its mission is to empower every person and every
organization on the planet to achieve more.
AZ Direct, LLC was founded in 2014 by Jim Cofano to provide digital marketing consulting
services and the PlayMore® brand was registered in 2015 to bring new products to market.
More information, photos, and videos about the PlayMore® HD Color Art Library can be found
at HDColorArt.com (http://HDColorArt.com)
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